RECOMMENDATION OF COMMIlTEE FOR LONG HAUL TRAIN OPEATION

With the increase in fieight traffic demands and emphasis to reduce cost of operation, Indian
Railways have been concentrating for increasing through put per train. This is being achieved
by improving in design and wagon having better pay to tare weight ratio, increasing number of
wagons per train, increase in axle load etc. However congestion on various important routes is
a constraint to meet traffic demands especially within noncommissioning of Dedicated Freight
Corridor. Iunovative solution have to be introduced to overcome the constraints of congestion.
One important operational method which though has been tried in past but could not be
introduced on large scale is RUNNING OF LONG HAUL TRAINS. Indian Railway has been
attempting to run long haul train since 1985.
Running of long haul train is a common feature in developed countries like USA and Australia.
Running of long haul train immediately helps in increasing through put per path considerably
and thereby helps in reducing the congestion in busy route. It has added advantages by
increasing the speed of rolling stocks as a result of reduction in the number of trains.
Presently trial run of long haul is being carried on NCR, WCR, ECOR, WR,SER, SCR, SECR
SR, CR, NER and ECR. About 25 trains are being run daily in long haul formation on these
railways. Some of the Railways have requested for Railway Board's unified instructionslpolicy
for running such trains. In this back drop, it has been decided that a Committee consisting of
EDMEfTr, EDME/Frt, EDlT(S) and DEE(RS) will finalize common instructions for running
of long haul train in empty and loaded cohdition. Committee went through the RDSOYs
Mechanical Engineering Report No. M-444 of Oct 1985 and other subsequent reports and
recommends as under:
1. Since running of long haul train has already started on trial basis on some of the busy
section of IR (detail for Dec. is placed at Annexre-1), running of long haul train may be
planned under following two scenario:
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ii)

Immediate -Short term
Long term- within a span of two years.

Short Term stratew:
2.1. Due to limitation of loop length, long haul may be defined as under:
"A composition of more than one standard train formation. The constifuent trains
may be either empty or loaded
Such long haul trains will run with the common nomenclature of "~~th'on".
This shall
be prefixed with train name and clearly marked in FOIS and control chart etc..
Separate colour code will be provided in FOIS and control charting to distinguish
such trainporn other trains.
2.2. Running of long haul trains will be done on trial basis in the short term and
experience gained during the trial period will be used for formulating policy for
regular running of long haul trains on universal basis as a part of the long term policy.
For the short term, it is proposed to prescribe basic guidelines for running of long haul
"

